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        Energy Medicine is the best medicine.  

I've done most of my studying under Donna Eden, noted clairvoyant and 
pioneer in the field of Energy.  These exercises can be credited to her 
but are also based on Eastern traditions that have been healing people 
for thousands of years.  

      
*We are comprised of a physical body as well as an energetic body.  Just 
as the physical body has an endocrine and circulatory system, the energetic 
body is comprised of nine major systems including the meridians, chakras, 
and aura.  

*The health of our physical body is determined by the health of our 
energetic systems.  Whaaat?  That's right.  Illness and disease start out 
as energetic problems before they become physical problems.  With Energy 
Medicine, it's possible to correct the energetic imbalance before it results 
in a physical issue.  

*Most of today's health problems can be traced to toxins, stress, and disorders 
of the gut.  That's why I chose to tackle these three topics and give you safe, 
easy and effective energy exercises targeting these problematic areas. 

*None of these exercises should replace the care of your doctor, but can be used
safely alongside any treatments you are currently undergoing.   

I encourage you to contact me through my website with questions or concerns 
as you're learning these new ways to safeguard your health.  

Let the healing begin!

 A few things you should know:
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We live in a toxic, toxic world
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There are harmful elements lurking all around us.  They exist in our food supply, in 
our water, in our beauty products, on doorknobs, public toilets, and cellphones, just 
to name a few.  There are food toxins and energy toxins.  The world we live in is...toxic.  
We have created an incredible modern society, but with development comes health 
hazards. 

Our energetic bodies have not evolved at the same rate as computers and carbon 
emissions. As a result, our energies are stuck in the past when food was relatively 
harmless, and stress came from being chased by a bear as opposed to getting stuck in

      traffic.               
      How this affects us

One of the main channels of energy running throughout our body is our TRIPLE
WARMER MERIDIAN.  This channel carries energy from other systems to where it is 
needed most.  It governs our fight, flight or freeze response.  When a stressor hits, 
our Triple Warmer meridian springs into action, depleting other channels if 
necessary in order to keep the body running in the face of an attack.  The problem 
with this is that in our modern world of traffic jams, tragic news stories, and high-
stress work environments, we are constantly in a low-level fight, flight or freeze 
response.  In other words, Triple Warmer is always switched ON.  The result is that 
other energies are depleted.  Which one gets screwed out of the most energy?  
SPLEEN MERIDIAN.  

Spleen Meridian is very important because it governs our immune response.  So 
the more we stress, the more Triple Warmer ransacks our immune system, and the 
sicker we get.  When Spleen is depleted, you are more susceptible to all kinds of 
illness, toxins, and germs.

Toxins are stored in your lymph system.  Unlike the circulatory system that has 
the heart to pump blood for it, the lymph system has no pump to move these toxins.  
You detox by sweating or by applying pressure to particular points on the body 
where toxins tend to accumulate.  These are the NEUROLYMPHATIC POINTS and are 
very simple to find and treat everyday for detoxification.
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             3 Steps to Detoxing

     1. NEUROLYMPHATIC POINT FLUSH

This is a map of your NEUROLYMPHATIC POINTS.  Simply use your fingertips to rub 
these points.  Some will feel tender.  This indicates the presence of toxins.  These 
are the points that need your attention, so keep rubbing!  You don't need to rub them 
all everyday, but definitely check in from time to time to feel for sore spots.  Drink
plenty of water to help flush those toxins out.
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             3 Steps to Detoxing

     2. STRENGTHEN SPLEEN MERIDIAN

In step one, you learned how to rub the Neurolymphatic Points associated with 
SPLEEN MERIDIAN.  Now, for an extra dose of strengthening, we are going to trace 
the meridian itself.  Energy follows your hands, so all you have to do is follow the 
drawing.  Start at the outside of the nail on your big toe and go up, ending under the 
armpits.  I recommend tracing it forward three times on both sides.
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             3 Steps to Detoxing

                          3. AURA WEAVE

Your AURA, or electromagnetic field, serves as a forcefield that keeps out harmful 
energy and toxins.  To make sure it's strong and able to do its job, you can do an 
Aura Weave.  As mentioned in the last step, energy follows your hands.  By sweeping 
them in wide figure-eights across the front of your body while moving down from head 
to feet, you are tightening the woven energetic threads that makes up the Aura.  

1. Arms Up 2. Arms Cross

4. Arms Cross

3. Arms Out

5. Arms Out
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*If you're doing a JUICE FAST as a means to detox, always get a colonic during 
or after the fast (and never fast more than 5 days).  The fast itself will not detoxify 
you, but only dump toxins into your large intestine.  Unless you get those toxins 
out through a colon cleanse, they will be reabsorbed into your system.  As my 
colonic hydrotherapist says, "don't unleash the demons unless you're going to 
perform the exorcism!"  

Healthy Living Tip 
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Supplement for Detox:

Essential Oil for Detox: 

Dr. Frank Lipman’s PhytoGreens

Young Living’s Thieves Essential Oil

https://www.youngliving.org/mintfen
http://www.bewellbydrfranklipman.com/products/supplements/phytogreens.html?a_aid=7ea9cdad
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          Chapter 2

De-Stress
You’re stressed.  I’m stressed.  

Everybody is stressed.
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As mentioned in Chapter 1, we are constantly surrounded by stressors, large and small. 
It’s become a common part of everyday life.  Unless you’re a Buddhist monk, 
experiencing stress is about as likely as eating, sleeping and going to the bathroom.  

Unfortunately, our energetic system treats ALL stressors the same, whether you 
spilled coffee on yourself or you were just fired from your job.  All stress, even the 
most seemingly insignificant, affects your energy.  

Energetic balance is essential to health and longevity because once an energy is 
disrupted, the physical area of the body governed by that energy will be negatively 
impacted.  Remember, all illness starts in your energy before it manifests into physical 
disease. 

We already know that many serious diseases are either brought on by or made worse 
by stress.  This is why we need to address these issues while they're small, so that they 
don't morph into something much worse that requires a trip to the hospital.

There are simple ways to respond to these little stressors so that they disappear rather 
than allowing them to get absorbed by our bodies and create havoc.  

      You don’t need pills to curb stress and anxiety...

The tools are right in your hands!  

*A note on stress triggers:  Knowing what your triggers are is a helpful first step in
combating stress. This way, when you feel stress coming on, you will know to immediately 
launch into your energy  protocol to prevent it from getting worse.  I recommend jotting 
down anytime you experience extreme feelings like anxiety or fear.  Does the weekly staff
meeting send your heart racing?  If yes, then you’ve just identified one of your triggers.
Now you can do your energy exercises before each meeting.  The earlier you detect an 
impending meltdown, the easier it is to prevent!
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Being GROUNDED is how we should all start our days.  If you're not grounded, you're 
more susceptible to stress.  Being grounded means that your energies are balanced 
and all your systems are functioning properly, as opposed to screwy and scattered.  
The corrections for this are SO simple.  Both work with KIDNEY MERIDIAN, which 
provides vital, fresh energy to all other systems and starts at the bottom of the feet.

Option 1: Take off your shoes and walk in the grass.  Seriously, just put your damn feet 
on the ground.  Mother Earth wants to nourish you with her grounding YIN ENERGY,
which enters the body through Kidney Meridian.  Even in NYC, there’s grass available.  
Find it and walk in it.  It's so soothing for our crazy city psyches.  

Option 2:  If you don't have a patch of grass immediately at your disposal but you're 
feeling flighty, take a metal spoon (stainless steel or silver...not a garbage spoon) and 
rub the concave back of it on the bottoms of your feet.  Use hard pressure and spread 
the spoon all over your sole a few times.  It will feel good and calm your energy. Metal 
also helps keep your energy's polarity in tact.  

             
             3 Steps to De-Stressing

                            1. GROUNDING
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             3 Steps to De-Stressing

         2. NEUROVASCULAR POINT HOLD

You've got two very important points on your forehead, directly above your pupils.  
These are your MAIN NEUROVASCULAR POINTS and they rule your stress response.  
In fight, flight or freeze, the blood rushes away from your prefrontal cortex, so your 
logical thinking is impaired and all you can do is, well...fight, fly or freeze.  To prevent 
your body from going into this freaked-out mode, gently lay your fingertips over these 
points with your thumbs over your temples while holding your stressor in your mind.
  
*Extra Credit: Those temple points are actually related to Triple Warmer Meridian, so 
you’re calming that at the same time.  

Your fingers on these points are actually preventing the blood from rushing out of the 
front of your brain, letting your mind know that everything is cool and your body doesn’t 
need to react to this anymore.  Clear and logical thinking is restored, even when the 
stressor enters your thoughts again.  This little move has even been shown to be incredibly 
valuable to sufferers of PTSD.
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             3 Steps to De-Stressing

                          3. THE HOOK UP

Another powerful tool for grounding is referred to as THE HOOK UP.  In Energy 
Medicine, this is considered one of the essential exercises for daily use.  The Hook Up
is so powerful for centering the mind that it has been successfully used to stop 
seizures.  The Hook Up connects your front and back energy channels as well as those 
of the head with the lower body.  Without a strong connection in these channels, you 
are more likely to be thrown off by small stressors.  The Hook Up is great for 
coordination and balance, greater clarity and focus.  Using the tip of either your 
middle or index fingers, press in on the belly button and the Third Eye (between the 
brows), and then pull up slightly.  Hold these points while breathing deeply for 15-30
seconds.  You may feel a sensation of energy in your head, or you may feel the urge to 
yawn or sigh.  This is how you know that your energies have hooked!
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Healthy Living Tip 
*ELIMINATE SUGAR.  Too much?  Allow yourself occasional sweets 
in the form of dark chocolate (a bonafide health food!) and fruit.  Blood sugar 
spikes are bad for many reasons and throw the body into an extremely stressed 
state that taxes organs and makes your mind race.  Crashing results in lost energy 
and headaches.  Sugar also triggers the release of stress hormone cortisol, which 
gets stored in belly fat when your body has too much of it.  All of these side effects 
make sugar the ultimate de-grounding food, so consuming toomuch is eventually 
going to make you feel scattered and crazy rather than centered and chill. 
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Supplement for De-Stressing:

Essential Oil for De-Stressing: 

            Dr. Frank Lipman’s Adaptogens

            Young Living’s Stress Away Essential Oil Blend

http://www.bewellbydrfranklipman.com/adaptogens.html?a_aid=7ea9cdad
https://www.youngliving.org/mintfen
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Digest
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  Chapter 3

Inspiration for healthy elimination
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I think we’re all aware on some level that our food supply is freaky.  As subscribers 
to the Standard American Diet (S.A.D.), we eat chemicals, frankenfoods, and high-
fructose junk on a daily basis.  Processed foods that we've come to rely on as dietary 
staples are either completely devoid of nutrients (those magical little gems in REAL 
food that allow our bodies and brains to function), or they cannot be broken down 
properly, clogging up our intestines so that the nutrients we ARE getting can’t be 
absorbed.  As you can imagine, this is all very problematic for overall health.  

When nutrients are not absorbed, all of our systems suffer because they are not being 
given what they need to function.  Improper absorption means slower brain function,
slower metabolism, slower immune response....slower everything.

When waste is not elinimated, it becomes toxic in your Large Intestine and these 
toxins are eventually reabsorbed into your blood and cells.  Here they are treated 
as foreign invaders and are attacked by your immune system.  A build up of toxins 
can lead to many chronic diseases.

Energy Medicine can help strengthen the organs of the digestive system so that 
they function efficiently.

*DISCLAIMER:  Energy Medicine can only do so much for a poor diet.  

 It is of optimal importance that you eat real, whole foods.  

However, some people eat very clean diets and STILL have trouble with digestion 
and elimination.  In this case, an energetic imbalance could be to blame.  By 
correcting that imbalance, you bring strength to the digestive system as a whole 
and allow the particular organ or group of organs that was effected by the 
imbalance to function normally again.  
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             3 Steps to Digesting

                      1. THE BELT FLOW

Most of your digestive organs lie between the second and third chakras.  By tracing the
BELT FLOW energy circuit, you are not only strengthening these organs, but also 
maintaining the connection between upper and lower chakras, or primal vs. spiritual 
needs.  To trace the Belt Flow, start with both hands on your back left ribcage.  Slowly 
and forcefully pull both hands across your stomach to your right hip and then down the 
outside of your right leg, sweeping off the end of the right pinky toe.  Repeat on the 
opposite side.  
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             3 Steps to Digesting

           2. STRENGTHEN LARGE INTESTINE MERIDIAN

By tracing your LARGE INTESTINE MERIDIAN forward, you lend strength to the meridian, 
and as a result, to the organ itself.  Start at the tip of the index finger and slide your hand 
up the top of your arm, over the shoulder, up the jaw to under the nose and curl back 
around to the side of the nose.  Trace three times on both sides. 

*Extra Credit:  Revisit the Large Intestine Neurolymphatic Points from Chapter 1 located 
along the outside of your quadricep muscles.  With pressure, rub these points from the top 
of the thigh to the bottom.  You can even make a fist and slide your knuckles down for a 
harder rub.  This should help with constipation.  Now if diarrhea is your issue, you'll want 
to rub those points from bottom to top instead.  This will put the brakes on your overactive 
large intestine.
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             3 Steps to Digesting

                  3.  TAP KIDNEY AND SPLEEN POINTS

Locate your K-27 points, which are the last points on your KIDNEY MERIDIAN, just 
below your bony clavicle points.  Now find your SP-21 points, which are the last points 
on your SPLEEN MERIDIAN, about six inches below your armpits on your ribcage.  Isn't 
learning acupuncture points fun?!  With your left hand, tap your left K-27 while your 
right hand taps your right SP-21.  You can use your fingertips to tap or your knuckles.  
Tap for about 15-30 seconds, then switch sides.  The Spleen points will most likely be 
sore, which we learned about in Chapter 1.  Tapping these points brings energy into the
meridians.  These meridians run through most of your digestive organs, so strengthening
them immediately brings energy through the entire digestive system. This tapping 
combination is great for helping to digest a big meal.  I recommend doing it while 
taking a walk to promote efficient digestion.

*A note on constipation:  These exercises should greatly improve your regularity, but the 
first step is making sure you're well-hydrated.  Dehydration is the number one cause of 
bowel disruption, and there's no energy exercise that can replace a tall glass of water!
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Healthy Living Tip 
*If you've taken ANTIBIOTICS lately, switch to probiotics.  Antibiotics
might be necessary at times, but they tend to wipe out beneficial gut
bacteria that aides in the digestion of food and absorption of nutrients.
Probiotics will restore gut flora to proper levels.  Other hints for
optimal digestion: chew your grains thoroughly, eat fruit by itself, and 
always have a nice raw green salad before any other foods (yep, even 
at breakfast!) so that you can prep the digestive system for the 
heartier things that are on their way.
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Supplement for Digestion:

Essential Oil for Digestion: 

      Dr. Frank Lipman’s Probiotics

      Young Living’s Di-Gize Essential Oil Blend

http://www.bewellbydrfranklipman.com/probiotics.html?a_aid=7ea9cdad
https://www.youngliving.org/mintfen
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I'm an advocate for taking control of your own health and
well being. I sincerely believe that alternative therapies are

the only way to CURE illness, and curing  should be the
goal...not sticking a bandaid over your symptoms.  

I'm sharing these exercises with you so that you will be 
empowered to take part in your own healing, before it's 

too late.  

Curious about an in-person Energy Medicine session?  
Contact me for a full energy assessment and balancing 
treatment.  You'll leave in a calmer, clearer state with a 
personalized protocol that you can do at home to keep 

your corrections in tact!

                            Happy Balancing!
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In Conclusion...

Find Me On Facebook by clicking here 

Visit EnergyHealingNYC.Net
to learn more about

how you can benefit from
Energy Medicine.

Or email me at megan@energyhealingnyc.net

https://www.facebook.com/EnergyHealingNycByMegan
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